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Background: Sentinel node (SN) status is the most important prognostic indicator in patients with cutaneous melanoma without clinically evident metastatic spread, but the procedure is associated with considerable morbidity. The LYVE-1 lymphatic marker offers the possibility of studying lymphangiogenesis and tumour metastasis within the primary excision.

Aims: To establish whether lymphatic vessel numbers/distribution within the primary tumour correlated with SN status. To assess whether tumour cells were easily demonstrable within lymphatics and could be used as a surrogate for SN status.

Methods: Double immunostaining for LYVE-1 and S100 in cutaneous biopsies from 18 SN− patients with no lymphatic/vascular involvement on routine histology and 18 SN+ patients matched for tumour thickness and ulceration.

Results: Lymphatic vessels were detected in all cases. Vessels within the tumour mass were suggestive of active lymphangiogenesis; those outside were mainly mature vessels with well defined walls. Tumour cells within lymphatics were detected in one of 18 SN− and five of 18 SN+ patients. Lymphatics containing tumour cells were all outside the tumour mass in well formed vessels, suggesting melanoma cell invasion into preformed lymphatics. There was no significant difference in lymphatic counts between SN+ and SN− patients. Although peritumorous lymphatic counts were higher in ulcerated than non-ulcerated melanomas, they did not vary with Breslow thickness.

Conclusion: LYVE-1 staining can reliably demonstrate lymphatic vessel distribution, but lymphatic counts cannot predict melanoma metastatic potential and cannot substitute for SN biopsy. LYVE-1 immunostaining can detect melanoma cells within lymphatics, but is unreliable in predicting melanoma metastasis, failing to detect metastatic spread in more than two thirds of patients with regional node metastasis.

The sentinel node status is the single most important prognostic factor in patients with cutaneous malignant melanoma, and is an integral part of the new American Joint Committee on Cancers (AJCC) staging system. The technique was initially described by Morton et al in 1992, and has since been modified by incorporating lymphoscintigraphy with intradermal injection of vital blue dye. This combined technique has greater success in identifying the sentinel node, approaching rates of up to 100%. "Until recently, there has been no marker specific for lymphatic vessels to enable their distinction from blood vessels"

When combined with conventional histology and immunostaining, the sentinel node technique is highly sensitive, with a false negative rate of only 2%. This figure is derived from 11 studies with 93 true nodal relapses out of 4750 sentinel node negative subjects. The sensitivity can be further enhanced by combining conventional histology and immunostaining with reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. However, this is not normally used to guide management in individual patients because of a high rate of false positivity. In addition to providing crucial and accurate staging, sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) is a minimally invasive method of identifying a group of patients who are harbouring occult nodal metastases and may benefit from therapeutic lymph node dissection and/or adjuvant treatment. A recent meta-analysis has confirmed an unequivocal benefit for interferon α in extending relapse free survival, and a marginal benefit for high dose interferon in prolonging overall survival. In addition, a retrospective study by Morton and colleagues has shown a 10 year survival benefit of 69% for sentinel node positive patients who underwent therapeutic lymph node dissection after SLNB compared with 37% for patients who underwent lymph node dissection at nodal relapse following initial surgery, which involved a wide excision only.

In malignant melanoma, metastasis occurs via blood and lymphatic vessels. Angiogenesis has been studied extensively in the past with conflicting results. Therefore, its role in tumour spread remains controversial. Until recently, there has been no marker specific for lymphatic vessels to enable their distinction from blood vessels. Thus, although haemangiogenesis has been well investigated, little was known regarding tumour lymphangiogenesis. Recently, the identification of LYVE-1 (lymphatic vessel endothelial hyaluronan receptor 1), a lymph specific receptor for hyaluronan and a homologue of CD44, has provided a useful tool for research into tumour lymphangiogenesis. Hyaluronan is an extracellular matrix glycosaminoglycan present in the tissue matrix and body fluid of all vertebrates. LYVE-1 binds to
hyaluronan on the luminal surface of lymphatic vessels and
is completely absent from blood vessels. This has been
demonstrated by double immunofluorescence staining with
antibodies to LYVE-1 and to the vascular endothelial markers
CD34 and von Willebrand factor.25 The only other sites of
LYVE-1 expression are sinusoidal endothelial cells within the
spleen, placental syncytiotrophoblasts,26 liver sinusoidal
endothelium, and alveolar lining epithelium.26

A previous retrospective study reported increased lympha-
tic density in cutaneous biopsies of patients with clinically
evident nodal metastases within one year of a diagnosis of
primary cutaneous melanoma. The study also suggested that
lymphatic density might be used as a novel prognostic
indicator for the risk of lymph node metastasis in cutaneous
melanoma.27 We were interested to know whether there is a
difference in lymphangiogenesis when comparing SLNB
positive and negative patients. In particular, we wished to
establish whether LYVE-1 staining could substitute for
sentinel node status and therefore avoid an invasive method
of staging patients with melanoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection
Subjects were identified retrospectively from a database of
patients with malignant melanoma who had undergone
SLNB preceded by preoperative lymphoscintigraphy between
1997 and 2001. Further material was available for the
primary melanoma on 18 SLNB positive patients and these
were matched with 18 SLNB negative patients. In none of
these cases had lymphatic invasion been reported in the
primary and metastatic cutaneous melanoma.27 We were interested to know whether there is a
difference in lymphangiogenesis when comparing SLNB
positive and negative patients. In particular, we wished to
establish whether LYVE-1 staining could substitute for
sentinel node status and therefore avoid an invasive method
of staging patients with melanoma.

Table 1 Characteristics of the patients studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Sentinel node positive (n = 18)</th>
<th>Sentinel node negative (n = 18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage T2a (Breslow 1.01–2 mm; non-ulcerated)</td>
<td>4 (35–59)</td>
<td>5 (32–67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>3/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage T2b (Breslow 1.01–2 mm; ulcerated)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage T3a (Breslow 2.01–4 mm; non-ulcerated)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage T3b (Breslow 2.01–4 mm; ulcerated)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>2/3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage T4a (Breslow &gt;4 mm; non-ulcerated)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage T4b (Breslow &gt;4 mm; ulcerated)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male/Female</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>2/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The histological sections were dewaxed in xylene for four
minutes and brought to water through graded alcohols.
Slides were then trypsinised for 10 minutes in 100 ml
distilled water containing 0.1 g trypsin in 0.01M calcium
chloride, pH 7.0, at 37°C. The Envision double labelling
system (Dakocytomation) was used for double labelling.
After trypsinisation the slides were transferred to running tap
water for 10 minutes and then incubated in a peroxide block
for five minutes. They were then rinsed in water and
transferred to Tris buffered saline (TBS). The first primary
antibody was applied (anti-S100 protein; Dakocytomation) at
a dilution of 1/2000. Sections were incubated for 30 minutes
in a moist incubation chamber, followed by rinsing in TBS. A
secondary linking polymer antibody bound to horseradish
peroxidase was then applied for 30 minutes. TBS was used to
rinse the slides and liquid DAB plus was added to develop the
final reaction products for 10 minutes.

After completion of the primary staining sequence, slides
were subjected to a second antigen retrieval step involving
placing them in 500 ml of 0.01M sodium citrate solution,
ph 6.0, and microwaving for 10 minutes at 700 W. After
rinsing in running tap water, a double stain block solution
was applied for three minutes (Dakocytomation), followed by
a rinse in TBS. LYVE-1 was applied (1/500 dilution) to the
tissue sections for 30 minutes in a moist incubation chamber
and the slides were again rinsed in TBS. A secondary linking
polymer antibody bound to alkaline phosphatase was added for
30 minutes, followed by another rinse in TBS. The

Figure 1 Section of mature intertumorous lymphatic vessels stained
with LYVE-1/S100 demonstrating well defined endothelial cells and a
well formed lumen, devoid of blood cells. Note the four adjacent
unstained blood vessels. (LYVE-1 stains red; S100 stains brown; original
magnification, ×40).
sections were then treated with a substrate-chromagen solution (fast red) for 15 minutes to develop the final reaction products. Slides were rinsed in TBS for a final time and counterstained in Mayer’s haematoxylin for 30 seconds, after which they were mounted in Faramount aqueous mounting medium (Dakocytomation).

Histological review
The diagnosis of malignant melanoma, the Breslow thickness, and the presence or absence of ulceration were reviewed in all cases by two experienced dermatopathologists (RRJ and AR).

Estimation of lymph vessels using Chalkley point counting
The double immunocytochemically stained slides were assessed for lymphatic vessels using the guidelines for Chalkley point counting.28 The S100/ LYVE-1 stained sections were first scanned at low power to locate lymphatic hotspots, which were defined as a focus of LYVE-1 positive stained lymph vessels. Individual hotspots were then examined at ×40 magnification, using a Chalkley point array graticule mounted on an eyepiece. Each hotspot was given a score dependent on the number of points on the eyepiece coinciding with a LYVE-1 stained lymphatic vessel endothelium. An average score was calculated for each section based on the three highest hotspot scores counted.

We performed Chalkley counts of lymphatic proliferation in both peritumorous and tumorous regions for each melanoma slide. Counts were performed blind by two of the authors (DS and AR) and the average taken for each hotspot. “Peritumorous” was defined as the area confined within one microscopic field of the tumour border at ×40 magnification. “Tumorous” was defined as the region within the tumour mass itself, inclusive of stromal tissue and invagination of non-neoplastic tissue into the tumour. The tumorous lymphatic count (T-LC) included both intertumorous—that is, lymphatic vessels in the spaces between the quies of tumour cells—and intratumorous vessels, which were compressed by or arising within a tumour nodule. Separate counts were performed for peritumorous lymphatics (PT-LC) and T-LC. In addition, intratumorous lymphatics (IT-LC) were counted separately and compared with the three highest hotspot scores among peritumorous and inter-peritumorous lymphatics combined (IPT-LC). In addition to the Chalkley scores, the presence of tumour cells within lymphatic vessels was also noted.

Statistical analysis
Comparisons between groups of continuous data were carried using either the Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wallis test, whereas for categorical data Fisher’s exact test was used. Group comparisons of paired data were made using the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. All quoted p values are two sided.

RESULTS
LYVE-1 positive lymph vessels seen in both peritumorous and tumorous regions of melanoma
We sequentially assessed melanomas that had been stained with H+E and double labelled with immunocytochemistry for LYVE-1/S100. Lymphatic vessels were seen in all the melanoma slides studied, and were found to be distributed non-homogeneously as pockets of lymph vessel collections, which we termed hotspots. In general, we found mature lymphatic vessels with well defined endothelial cells and lumina devoid of blood cells in the peritumorous and intertumorous regions of the melanomas (fig 1). In contrast, intratumorous lymphatics had a fibrillary morphology without well defined lumina (fig 2). In addition to staining the lymphatic vessels, LYVE-1 also stained individual cells within...
the dermis, the origin of which is uncertain, although they may be precursor cells for new lymphatic vessels (fig 3).

Comparison of PT-LC with T-LC
Tumorous lymphatics were defined as lymphatic vessels arising within the tumour mass, inclusive of stromal tissue invaginating between the tumour theques. The peritumorous region is classed as the area just outside the tumour margin, and in our study, within one microscopic field of the tumour border at ×40 magnification. Using this definition, we compared lymphatic vessel counts within the peritumorous and tumorous regions (fig 4).

In the SLNB positive group (18 patients), the PT-LCs had a median value of 4.5, with a range of 0.0–7.8, and the T-LCs had a median value of 3.9, with a range of 2.3–7.7. In the SLNB negative group (18 patients), the PT-LCs had a median value of 4.7, with a range of 0.8–7.2, and the T-LCs had a median value of 4.1, with a range of 0.0–5.7. PT-LC and T-LC were not significantly different between SLNB positive and SLNB negative patients ($p = 0.57$ and $p = 0.09$, respectively). No difference was found when PT-LC was compared with T-LC in SLNB positive and SLNB negative patients ($p = 0.57$ and $p = 0.09$, respectively).

The presence of ulceration in the primary tumour was used to divide patients into two groups—13 ulcerated melanomas with a median T-LC of 4.5 (range, 1.0–7.7) and 23 non-ulcerated tumours with a median T-LC of 3.8 (range, 0.0–7.0). Their difference was not significant ($p = 0.36$). A bigger difference was seen in the PT-LCs, with a median of 5.2 (range, 0.0–7.8) in the ulcerated tumours and median of 4.5 (range, 0.5–6.2) in the non-ulcerated melanomas. Their difference fell just short of significance ($p = 0.08$).

To investigate whether lymphatic vessel counts altered with tumour thickness, we divided the patients into those with thin tumours (Breslow, ≤ 2 mm) and those with thick tumours (Breslow, > 2 mm). No significant difference was seen between thick and thin tumours in the PT-LCs (thin tumours: median, 4.5; range, 0.5–6.0; thick tumours: median, 4.5; range, 0.0–7.8; $p = 0.38$) or the T-LCs (thin tumours: median, 3.7; range, 2.2–6.2; thick tumours: median, 4.5; range, 0.0–7.7; $p = 0.32$).

Comparison of IPT-LC and IT-LC
It is possible that lymphatics arising within the tumour nodules are more important in determining lymphatic spread than intertumorous or peritumorous lymphatics, particularly because the intratumorous lymphatics showed a fibrillary morphology without well defined walls. This appearance suggests that lymphangiogenesis is occurring within the tumour mass itself. Therefore, we performed IT-TCs separately and compared these with IPT-LC (fig 5).

This revealed a significant increase in IPT-LC compared with IT-LC within SLNB positive patients (IPT-LC: median, 4.9; range, 2.7–8.0; IT-LC: median, 0.4; range, 0.0–2.8; $p = 0.001$) and a similar relation in SLNB negative patients (IPT-LC: median, 5.2; range, 3.2–7.2; IT-LC: median, 0.0; range, 0.0–3.8; $p < 0.001$). However, no difference was found when either IPT-LC or IT-LC was compared between SLNB positive and negative patients ($p = 0.82$ and $p = 0.37$, respectively).

We then compared lymphatic counts in ulcerated versus non-ulcerated melanomas. Again, there was no significant difference within the IT-LC group (ulcerated: median, 0.0; range, 0.0–2.5; non-ulcerated: median, 0.0; range, 0.0–3.8; $p = 0.69$), but there was a significant difference for the IPT-LC group, with a higher score among ulcerated tumours (ulcerated: median, 5.5; range, 3.2–8.0; non-ulcerated: median, 4.7; range, 2.7–7.2; $p = 0.029$).

The assessment of lymphatic counts as a function of Breslow thickness found no significant difference in either IPT-LC or IT-LC between thick and thin tumours (thin tumour IPT-LC: median, 5.0; range, 3.2–6.3; thick tumour IPT-LC: median, 5.2; range, 2.7–8.0; $p = 0.28$; thin tumour IT-LC: median, 0.0; range, 0.0–3.8; thick tumour IT-LC: median, 0.0; range, 0.0–2.8; $p = 0.80$).

Tumour emboli within lymphatic vessels
Double labelling with S100 and LYVE-1 allowed us to identify melanoma cells within lymphatic vessels. This can be difficult to visualise in H&E stained sections even with multiple sections (fig 6). None of the melanomas in our series had been reported as showing lymphatic invasion histologically. In the SLNB positive group we identified three patients with clumps of melanoma cells within a lymphatic, and examination of the serial H&E stained section revealed an identifiable deposit in one case only. In sections from four other patients there was a single S100 positive cell within a lymphatic vessel, and in two the cytology was that of a melanoma cell. In the two other cases there was doubt as to whether the S100 positive cells represented melanoma or an S100 positive antigen presenting cell. Further sections with staining for CD1a and MART-1 failed to resolve this issue because the cells in question were not present in the deeper sections.

Within the SLNB negative group we identified a single melanoma cell within a lymphatic in one case only (fig 7), although interestingly this same case showed a group of melanoma cells lying immediately outside of a lymphatic within the deep reticular dermis and separate from the tumour itself. This was interpreted as an early in transit metastasis. The difference between the SLNB positive and negative groups is significant if all seven SLNB positive cases are included ($p = 0.041$), but not if only the five definite cases are included ($p = 0.18$).

In addition to finding tumour emboli within the lymphatic vessels we frequently saw melanoma cells impinging on lymph vessel walls in sentinel node positive and negative cases (fig 8).

DISCUSSION
Selective lymphadenectomy was developed to identify patients who might benefit from a therapeutic lymph node
dissection. It is now recognised as the most important prognostic factor in patients with melanoma, and sentinel node status has been incorporated into the new AJCC staging system for melanoma. However, the procedure is associated with postoperative complications including wound infections, lymphoedema, and nerve injury, and a less invasive method for staging patients with melanoma might avoid these problems. The discovery of LYVE-1 as a specific marker for lymphatic vasculature provides a possible non-invasive method for predicting disease outcome.

Staining with LYVE-1 enabled us to visualise malignant melanoma cells within lymphatic vessels, which were not apparent on routine H+E staining. In the node negative group, one patient (one of 18) showed melanoma cells within a lymph vessel compared with five (of 18) in the node positive group. The difference between the two groups was not significant (p = 0.18). S100 stained cells were also found in two additional node positive patients, although two independent histological opinions were unable to ascertain that these were definitely melanoma cells. Further stains failed to resolve this issue, and these two patients were therefore excluded. Interestingly, if they had been included the results would have reached significance, with a p value of 0.041. Even so, less than half and probably less than one third of SLNB positive patients showed evidence of lymphatic invasion histologically. Therefore, double immunostaining with LYVE-1 and S100 cannot be used as a substitute for the sentinel node status of a patient. Future studies may benefit from using a more specific melanoma marker such as MART-1, rather than S100, to avoid problems over interpretation of the cytology.

LYVE-1 also provides information on tumour lymphangiogenesis. Dadras et al found a significant difference in lymphatic density between patients with and without metastases, and suggested that the peritumorous lymphatic density may be used as a prognostic indicator of lymph node metastasis in patients with melanoma. We wished to investigate whether lymphangiogenesis could substitute for SLNB and therefore avoid the problems associated with this procedure. Our study, however, failed to demonstrate a significant difference in lymphatic counts between SLNB positive and negative individuals when applied to peritumorous, tumorous, and intratumorous lymphatics.

“Our study of the involvement of lymphatics in melanomas suggests that tumour cells gain access to the regional lymph nodes by invading preformed lymphatic vessels”

There are several reasons for the discordant findings between the two studies. First, the patients with metastasis delineated by Dadras had relapsed clinically, with nodal disease within a year of diagnosis, and this group must have
had a very high metastatic potential. In contrast, our metastatic patients were identified by their sentinel node status—such patients have micrometastatic disease, but it is not possible to predict how quickly they would have relapsed had the nodal lesion been left undissected. Second, the Dadras group undertook a more complicated method of assessing lymphangiogenesis, which involved a computer assisted system for counting lymphatics per unit area (lymphatic density).27 We wished to investigate whether lymphangiogenesis could substitute for sentinel node status using a methodology that is routinely applicable to LYVE-1 stained sections. Lymphatic counts correlate closely with lymphatic density and have been used previously in studies using human breast cancer.28 In the event, not only did we find no significant difference between the two groups, but also the average counts for the peritumorous and tumorous lymphatics in the SNLB negative group were slightly higher than in the SNLB positive group. This is of interest because a previous study of LYVE-1 in melanoma showed that increased lymphatic density is associated with a less favourable outcome,11 the exact opposite of the conclusion by Dadras et al.28

Ulceration is another independent prognostic factor in the new AJCC staging system and could clearly affect lymphangiogenesis.29 In our study we found a significant difference (p = 0.029) between ulcerated and non-ulcerated melanomas when comparing the three hotspots with the highest lymphatic density for the peritumorous and intertumorous areas combined versus the intratumorous areas. Vascular endothelial growth factor C has been thought to play an important role in tumour lymphangiogenesis, based on in vitro studies using melanoma cell lines and in vivo studies involving xenotransplantation of the melanoma cell lines into nude mice.11 In contrast, only low level and heterogeneous expression of vascular endothelial growth factor C has been found when studying human melanomas, and the levels of expression were not found to correlate with the metastatic potential of the primary tumour.29 Similar observations have also been made in metastatic human squamous cell carcinomas of the head and neck.30 It may be that vascular endothelial growth factor C is not the major lymphangiogenic factor in human malignant melanomas, and that other novel lymphatic factors, yet to be discovered, are more important. One could hypothesise from our results that whatever drives the process of lymphangiogenesis in malignant melanomas may be related to the process of ulceration in these tumours. Dadras et al did not undertake a direct comparison of ulcerated and non-ulcerated tumours, but did control for ulceration in their patient selection.29

Another difference between the two studies was in the number of cases showing intratumorous lymphatics. These arise between tumour cells and usually show an immature morphology with indistinct lumina and vessel walls suggestive of active lymphangiogenesis. In the Dadras study, cases showing any intratumorous lymphatics were seen more frequently among the metastatic group (78% v 37%), but no lymphatic densities were reported.27 In our study, we found no significant difference in the intratumorous lymphatic counts between the SLNB positive and negative groups, and no difference between the groups in the number of cases showing any intratumorous lymphatics. Instead, the number of patients demonstrating IT-LC was slightly higher in the node negative (12 of 18 patients) than the node positive group (nine of 18 patients). Lymphatic vessels in the peritumorous and intertumorous areas were found to display a mature morphology, with well defined lumina, suggesting that they might be preformed vessels and not the result of tumour lymphangiogenesis.

In our series, we also compared tumours with a Breslow thickness of 2 mm or less with those of Breslow thickness greater than 2 mm. We found no significant difference in lymphatic counts. If lymphangiogenesis were an important predictor of metastatic potential then one would expect it to correlate with Breslow thickness. There has been much debate as to whether tumours metastasise to regional lymph nodes by invading pre-existing lymph vessels or via lymphangiogenesis within the tumour mass. Although both our patient populations demonstrated intratumorous lymphatic vessels with morphology suggestive of new vessel formation we cannot be certain that these intratumorous lymphatics represent the conduit for tumour metastasis. There is a lack of intratumorous lymphangiogenesis in human breast cancers, yet this does not impede tumour metastasis to regional lymph nodes, and tumour emboli have been demonstrated in lymph vessels at the periphery of these tumours.30 It is possible that the intratumorous lymphatics in melanomas have a role other than channelling tumour cells. Certainly, other studies have alluded to a possible physiological role for tumour associated lymphatics, necessary for the functioning of the tumour as opposed to tumour dissemination.31 In our study, the observation of melanoma cells within lymphatic vessels was restricted to mature vessels located within the peritumorous area. This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that melanoma cells invade pre-existing lymphatic vessels rather than intratumorous lymphangiogenesis, occurring with consequent channelling of tumour cells.

In summary, LYVE-1 is valuable in the study of lymphangiogenesis. In our relatively small series of patients, the lymphatic counts failed to predict micrometastatic disease in the draining lymph node. The results suggest that lymphatic counts are not particularly useful in predicting the metastatic potential of malignant melanomas and therefore cannot be used as a substitute for SLNB. Nonetheless, there was a significant difference for ulceration, so that lymphangiogenesis may be related to the higher risk of metastatic disease seen with ulcerated tumours. Double immunostaining with LYVE-1 and S100 demonstrated the presence of tumour cells within lymphatics, with a higher percentage being seen in node positive patients. However, this fell short of significance, and because most node positive patients did not show this feature, it is less reliable than the sentinel node status of an individual patient. Our study of the involvement of lymphatics in melanomas suggests that tumour cells gain access to the regional lymph nodes by invading preformed lymphatic vessels.
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